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1. INTRODUCTION 
In these notes, we give an expository account of the construction of 
Wall’s surgery obstruction groups [13]. 0 ur account touches on selected 
topics in the theory of piecewise linear and differentiable manifolds; we 
refer the reader to [4, 61. 
We may take as our starting point the following problem: When is a 
simple homotopy equivalence of closed smooth manifolds f : M -+ M’ 
homotopic to a diffeomorphism ? The following condition is necessary: 
the two tangent bundles TM and TM’ should be indistinguishable; that 
is, f *TM’ and TM should be equivalent bundles. 
Now suppose we are given a simple homotopy equivalence f such 
that f *TM’ = TM; in particular, there is an equivalence of the stable 
normal bundles v(M C 9’) and v(M’ C SN) which covers f. For simplicity, 
we will suppose v(M’ C SN) is trivial. 
The equivalence of stable normal bundles then defines a map of a 
tubular neighborhood Ar of M in SN to M’ x EN-” which sends fibres 
diffeomorphically to fibres, where m = dim M. It follows that this 
equivalence induces a map h,: SN + i@’ : = M’ x LP-~/M x co with 
h,(P - .A’) = *, the basepoint of %” (Fig. 1). Similarly, the identity on 
M’ induces a map h,: SN -+ A%‘. 
We now make one further assumption; we suppose h, and h, are 
homotopic, say by h: SN x [0, l] + ii?’ x [0, 11. It is not hard to see 
that h, and h, are transverse [7] along M’, and so we may apply the 
relative transversality theorem to obtain h: SN x [0, I] ---t ii?’ x [0, 11 
transverse along M’ x [0, I]. Thus, W = h-‘(M x [0, I]) is a cobordism 
between M and M’. Note that the map h 1 W is covered by a bundle map: 
.(WCSN x [O, I])-u(M’x [O, l)CA?r x [O, 11) 
= Y(M’ x [O, I] c SN x [O, 11). 
* The author is an NSF Postdoctoral Fellow. 
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FIGURE 
We, thus, obtain a cobordism IV, a proper map 
cp=hi;lW:W+M’x[O,l] 
and an equivalence 
F: v( WC EN x [0, 11) -+ q*v(M’ x [0, l] C EN x [0, 11) 
of stable normal bundles. 
Remarks. (a) v 1 a IV is a simple homotopy equivalence. 
(b) W is compact. 
(c) q~ has degree 1, as in Section 3. 
We now attempt to simplify (IV, v, F) by a series of steps (surgeries) 
so as to obtain (IV, v’, F’) say, with 93’: IV’ --t M’ x [0, l] a simple 
homotopy equivalence, v’ = v on 8W’ = a W. w’ would then be an 
s-cobordism, and M and M’ diffeomorphic. 
We will see that there is a geometric obstruction to making this 
reduction; a surgery problem ( W, v’, F) determines an element of an 
Abelian group L,(nlM’, wM’) called the Wall surgery obstruction group. 
If the element so determined is zero, we may reduce W to an s-cobordism. 
The group Ln(rIM’, wM’) depends only on the fundamental group of 
M’ and the orientation homomorphism w: nlM’ -+ Z, . 
2. THE SURGERY PROBLEM 
In what follows, we will consider the surgery problem in the piecewise 
linear category; we are given (W, y’, F), Wn a compact piecewise linear 
cobordism between two (possibly empty) piecewise linear manifolds, QI a 
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degree 1 proper map to another such cobordism X” with v 1 aIV a simple 
homotopy equivalence (see Section 4) a?V --f ax, and F an equivalence 
of the stable normal bundles VW and v*vX. 
Let us describe this last condition more fully. A piecewise linear 
bundle over IV is thought of as an RN bundle in the sense of Steenrod [ 121 
whose fibres are glued together by piecewise linear homeomorphisms 
RN + RN preserving the origin. (There are in fact some technical 
problems here, which we suppress). Equivalence of such bundles is the 
usual equivalence in the sense of Steenrod. 
In the smooth category, we single out the tangent bundle and stable 
normal bundle of a manifold IV. We may represent the tangent bundle 
7% (IV smooth, closed) by a tubular neighborhood of the diagonal 
d WC IV x W in a natural way; introduce a Riemannian metric on TW 
and send (x, V) E 27%’ to (x, exp, V) for sufficiently small ~1. The stable 
normal bundle VW is represented similarly, by a tubular neighborhood of 
an embedding M C EN. 
We now construct the tangent bundle of a piecewise linear manifold 
by taking a neighborhood U of the diagonal A W C W x W, together 
with the O-section A: W + U and bundle projection nz: U + W. It is a 
theorem of Kuiper and Lashof [5] that U contains in a natural way a 
piecewise linear R” bundle called the tangent bundle of W. We construct 
the stable normal bundle of W by considering the interior of a regular 
neighborhood of M in R N; this can be shown to contain a piecewise 
linear RN-n bundle [2]. 
Remark. In what follows, we could replace (X, ax) by a Poincare 
pair, that is, a pair of finite complexes satisfying Poincare duality in the 
dimension of W, see Section 3. The stable normal bundle VX is obtained 
in this case from a construction of Spivak [1 11. 
Let us now turn to the problem of simplifying (W, y, F) as hinted at 




The effect of surgery on W is to remove an embedded Sk x Dn-k 
from the interior of W and glue in its place Dk+l x ,.!?a-k-1 = 
a(Dk+l x Da-“) - Sk x int D”-k along Sk x 3-k-l = (Sk x D”-k) n 
( Dk+l x Sn-k-1), thus, obtaining W’, see Fig. 2. 
The selection of the embedding Sk x Dnek C W and the effect of 
surgery on the map v are best described in terms of the homotopy 
groups of F which we now define. 
An element of nk+l(y) is represented by a pair (f, g) as follows: 





(the diagram commutes). 
Two such define the same element of nk+r(v) if they are homotopic by 
homotopies which preserve the commutativity of the diagram. We will 
speak of doing surgery on a class in nk+l(y) as in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let 01 E rk+1(y) with 2k < n. 01 determines a regular 
homotopy class of immersions of Sk x Dn-k in int W”. We can do surgery 
on a! so as to obtain ( w’, y’, F’) if this class contains an embedding. 
Remark. 3 : Sk x D*-k --t Wn is an immersion if it is locally an 
embedding. Two immersions lie in the same regular homotopy class if 
they are homotopic through immersions. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let (f, g) represent a; thus, g is a nullhomotopy 
of tpf; f : Sk + W. We may extend (f, g) to (f, J) defined on Sk x Dn-k, 
Dkf’ x Dn-k, respectively, using the natural projections. By hypothesis 
we have a bundle equivalence F: VW + y*vX. Then 
j*vW -+ j*v*vX = g*vX + cN - v(Sk x D”-” C E”+N) (1) 
is a bundle equivalence; the nullhomotopy 2 determines the equivalence 
with the trivial bundle l N. 
Combining this with the equivalence 
T(Sk x Dn-k) @ j*TW = T(Sk x Dn-k) @j*TW (2) 
and noting that for any manifold Q, TQ @ v(Q C EN) = TEN j Q = EN, 
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we obtain the equivalence represented by the horizontal arrow in 
T(S” x D”-“) @ l d f*TW@ 2’ 
The vertical arrow in (3) is a bundle monomorphism (fibres are mapped 
homeomorphically onto fibres) and is obtained from the construction 
of the induced bundle [12]. 
Thus, the diagonal arrow in (3) is a bundle monomorphism. It is a 
result of bundle theory [2] that this monomorphism is homotopic 
through bundle monomorphisms to the sum of a monomorphism 
T(Sk x Dn-k) --t TW and the identity cM -+ .+. 
We now appeal to the immersion classification theorem of Haefliger 
and Poenaru [I]. This theorem states that a bundle monomorphism 
@: T(Sk x Dnmk) -+ TW determines a regular homotopy class of 
immersions of Sk x Dn-k in W. Any representative immersion f 
determines a monomorphism df: T(Sk x De-“) -+ TW which is homo- 
topic through monomorphisms to @. df can be represented as the map 
f x f restricted to a neighborhood of the diagonal in 
(Sk x D”-k) x (9 x D”p”). 
Thus, (f, g) determines a regular homotopy class of immersions of 
Sk x Dnvk in int W; it can be shown that this class is independent of the 
representative (f, g) of (Y 6 7rk+i(y). If this class contains an embeddingf, 
we can do surgery as described on page 114 ff. so as to obtain 
W’ = W _ f(sk x Dn-k) u ok+1 x Sn-k-1. 
f 
Since qf is nullhomotopic, v / W - f(Sk x Da-k) extends to 
v’: w’ + X. Finally, one can check that the bundle equivalence F 1 Imf 
corresponds under df to the standard equivalence 
v(Sk x Dn-” C E” C EN+n) - c”. 
It is not hard to see that this last equivalence, when restricted to 
Sk x Snpk-l extends to an equivalence 
.(D”+’ x S*-“-1 C E” C EN+n) -+ 9 
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(Both equivalences are restrictions of 
v(a(D”+l x D-k) c En+1 c .!P+n+y -+ 6”). 
We now define F’: VW’-+ q’*vX by F on VW’ 1 w’ - f(Dk+l x Sn-k-1) 
and by v(Dk+l x Smwk-l) -+ cN + (y’ 1 Dkfl x S”F~-~)* vX; the first 
arrow is the equivalence described above, the second is obtained from 
the nullhomotopy of v’ 1 D k+l x Sn-k-1 as constructed. We can check 
that F’ is a well defined bundle equivalence; this completes the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY. If 2k -=C n, we can do surgery on 01 E ?rk+l( W). 
We appeal to the general position theorem [4] ; we can move the 
vertices of f(Sk x 0) by a small ambient isotopy of W” so that the 
singular set of J 1 Sk x 0 has dimension equal to the dimension of 
k-planes in n-space in general position, namely 2k - 71 < 0. Thus, J can 
be chosen in the given regular homotopy class so thatJ is an embedding 
on Sk x 0. J must then embed some neighborhood [8], and we obtain 
an embedding of Sk x DnBk in the regular homotopy class of f by 
shrinking the factor Dndk. 
THEOREM 2. If 2k < n we can make v k-connected by a finite number 
of surgeries on homotopy classes 01 in dimension <k. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We replace X by the mapping cylinder of v and 
cp by an inclusion. Attach the simplexes of X - W to W one at a time so 
as to obtain a sequence of subcomplexes of X. Let X,, C X, be a typical 
pair of successive subcomplexes, which differ by an r-simplex, r < k. 
Now suppose (IV’, v’, F’) is obtained from ( W, q~, F) by a finite number 
of surgeries. It follows from the definition of surgery that IV’ is cobordant 
to W (we construct a cobordism YY by adding handles Di+l x Dn-$ to 
W x 1 C W x I along Si x Dnei, see Fig. 3). 
We will suppose inductively that we have obtained 9’” by adding a 
finite number of handles of index < k, together with a homotopy 
equivalence @: w + X0 . Then YJV is obtained from w’ by adding 
handlesofindex>n+l-k>k+l >r+l. 
Hence, W’ C w is r-connected. Now let q~’ = @ 1 w’: W’ -+ X, so 
T&D’) = Tri(W’ x I u,, x, iv) = T,(W x I U@ x, ?v-) = ?Q(X, X0), i < r. 
(4) 
Choose a: E n,(p’) corresponding to the element of n,.(X) X0) determined 
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FIGURE 3 
by the r-simplex of X, - X,, . Since 2(r - 1) < KI, we can do surgery on a: 
so as to obtain (w”, q”, 8”‘) together with a cobordism PV u D’ x D”-’ 
of W with w”, and a homotopy equivalence PV v D’ x D”-’ + X, 
extending @. 
This completes the inductive step; to complete the proof of the theorem 
we take X,, = W u (k-skeleton of X) so that X,, C X is k-connected. 
Using (4) with Y = k, we see that y’ is k-connected. 
3. POINCARI? DUALITY 
We define duality with respect to a fundamental class [X] in homology 
with twisted integer coefficients H,(X, 3X; H”), X a manifold. We first 
define the orientation homomorphism w: nrX + {&I> as follows: 
An element of nrX maps to +l if transport along a representative loop 
preserves orientation, - 1 otherwise. 
H,(X, 8X; Zl) is defined as the nth homology of the chain complex of 
ordinary simplicial chains on X with special boundary operator 3: 
(af) u’ = 1 [a’: u] w(y[o, u’])fu. 
0 
Here, f is the usual functional notation for chains; fu is an integral 
multiple of (T. [o’: ~1 is the incidence number, and the loop r[g, ~‘1 is 
defined as in Fig. 4; we suppose that each simplex u of X is joined to the 
basepoint * by a prescribed path from the barycenter 8 of u. 
Now choose an orientation of a neighborhood of *. Note that when o 
is an n-simplex, we may transport the orientation at * along the prescribed 
path so as to orient u. Using this orientation we define a relative n-chain 
7):= the sum of all the n-simplexes of X so oriented. 
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FIGURE 4 
It is not hard to check that v represents a relative cycle 
[X] E f&(X, ax; P) ; 
in fact [X] generates H,(X, 3X; Zl) = Z. We now show that r] induces, 
by cap product, an isomorphism C*(X) -+ C,(X, ax) of the cochains 
on X with the relative chains on (X, ax). 
We interpret C*(X) as ordinary simplicial cochains on the natural 
triangulation of the universal cover X of X. n,X acts on X as a transfor- 
mation group; hence, the group ring A := ZrriX acts on C*(X). Thus, 
C*(X) is a finitely generated free A-module with prescribed basis; 
the basis elements are determined by using the prescribed paths above 
to select lifts of the simplexes of X to X. 
We interpret C-+.(X, ax) as the chain complex on the relative chains on 
X mod r-l 8X( r: X + X is the natural projection), considered as a 
A-module as before, but now the simplicial chains are taken with 
respect to the dual cell decomposition of 2. 
u 
FIGURE 5 
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To define the dual cell decomposition, we pass to the first derived, X’. 
A typical simplex of X’ can be written (6, , 6, ,..., s,) : = thesimplex 
spanned by the barycenters B, , 8, ,..., 8, of simplexes o’i of X with 
uo < (51 < -*’ < ‘7k. Note that this expression defines a natural orienta- 
tion for this simplex. Now let u be a simplex of 2’. The dual cell T(U) 
corresponding to (T is defined as the subcomplex of 2’ generated by all 
simplexes of the form (6, 6, ,..., a,), u < ui < 3.. < u, , see Fig. 5. 
It is clear that dim u + dim T(U) = n. It can be shown [4] that T(U) 
triangulates a ball and UC T(U) gives a cell decomposition of X. 
We now define the cap product 7 n: C*(X) -+ C,(X, 3X). For 
consistency of notation, we will represent the elements of C*(X), 
C,(X, ax) by simplexes in the first derived and q by 7’. Let (6, ,..., s,) 
be a typical simplex of q’, 6 an elementaryp-cochain corresponding to the 
p-simplex u of X. We define 
(4 ,-**, 6,) n a’ = ((60 )...) S,), O’)(B, )..., 6,). (1) 
Here, ((6, ,..., IQ, 6’) denotes the value of O’ on (6, ,..., Q. 
Observe that this expression is nonzero precisely when (a,, ,..., eP) 
is d simplex of u’, that is, when eP = ti (Fig. 6). But then (eP ,..., 6,) 
FIGURE 6 
is a principal simplex of T(U). Thus, the (n - p)-simplexes in 
(4 ,‘.., 6,) n 6’ are precisely those which make up T(U). 
On the other hand, it follows from general principles [lo] that the 
dual cells of X can be oriented so that the homology H,(X, 8X) of 
(X, n-i 8X) as a cl-module can be calculated from the homology of the 
complex C,(X, ax). We can obtain this orientation geometrically as 
follows, for the basis elements of C,(X, 3X) as a cl-module given by 
the cells T(U), 6 a basis element of C*(X) chosen previously: Observe 
that the join 6 . T(U) is an n-dimensional ball in 2’. If we choose an 
orientation at the base point of X (a lift of the orientation at *) we obtain 
an orientation of & * T(U) by transport along a lift of the prescribed path 
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from * to ~6. The orientation of I is determined by the condition that 
the orientation of u followed by the orientation of each principal simplex 
of T(U) gives the orientation of 6 * T(U) (Fig. 7). 
FIGURE 1 
We now look at the effect of 7 n on the oriented elementary cochain 6. 
First note that we may orient the simplex (6, ,.,., s,) of r]’ concordant 
with the n-simplex of 7 in which it lies, say by “(6, ,..., s,), 01 = +l. 
Similarly, we orient each simplex (6, ,..., $J of u’ concordant with u, 
say by B(% ,..., $). The formula (1) gives 
cY(& ,..., a,) n c-7 = a/3(6, ,..., S,), 
and /I(&, ,..., $J followed by c&(&~ ,..., 3,) gives 01(6~ ,..., s,), so that 
77’ n 6’ is the sum of the principal simplexes of T(U) oriented as before, 
that is, the oriented cell T(U). 
Thus, 7 n: C*(X) -+ C,(X, 3X) is a correspondence between 
oriented basis elements, and extends cl-linearly to an isomorphism. 
A calculation [lo] shows that 
a(77’ n 5’) = (- l)+P+l (7’ n W), 
and so r) n preserves cycles and boundaries; similarly for (7 n)-l. 
Hence, q n induces Il-isomorphisms [X] n: HP(X) --+ H,,(X, ax); 
the PoincarC duality isomorphisms. 
Remark. The bases of C*(X) and C,(X, 3X) set into correspondence 
by r) n may also be obtained as follows: Consider the triangulation of X, 
together with the dual cell decomposition of X. A choice of prescribed 
paths from the basepoint * of X to the barycenters 6 of simplexes of X 
gives a prescribed left of each simplex u and each dual cell T(U) to 2; note 
that b E int T(U). These lifts determine the bases described previously. 
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A map 91: (IV, a IV) + (X, 8X) has degree 1 if it preserves the twisted 
integer coefficients and fundamental classes defined before. We will 
now give the form in which the PoincarC duality isomorphisms are used. 
THEOREM 3. Let F: (W, t3W) -+ (X, ax) have degree 1. Then the 
exact homology and cohomology sequences for (W, a W) split as direct 
sums of the corresponding sequences for (X, ax) and sequences K, = ker v* 
CT* onto) and K* = coker y* (v*l - I), respectively. Further, the 
duality map [Wj CA induces isomorphisms 
K*(W) + K*(W, aw) and K*( w, av) + K*(W). 
Proof of Theorem 3. Write Hk(H’“) for the cohomology of W or 
(W, 8W) (X or (X, 3X)) and Hnek(HAek) for the homology of W or 
(W, a W) (X or (X, ax)), respectively. The following diagram commutes 
by naturality of cap products [IO] : 
* 






0 B K,-, - H,-, - Hi-k - 0 
F* 
Now v*#* = 1 and #*v* = 1 so we obtain the desired splitting in 
each dimension; Hk = Kk @ v*H’k, Hnek = Knmk @ #*HA-k . It is 
not hard to show that [IVJ n preserves the splitting. Finally, note that 
q~* and y* are homomorphisms of exact sequences, that is, the sequence 
operations preserve K* and K, . 
4. SOME ALGEBRAIC RESULTS 




can be completed, that is, if for any A-modules A and B as in the diagram, 
the map denoted by the diagonal arrow exists so as to make the diagram 
commute. 
LEMMA. P is projective if and only ;f P is a direct summand of a free 
module. 
Proof of the Lemma. Suppose P projective, let F be a free module 




0 - kerf- FL-P-0 
splits, and so P @ ker f = F. 






AdB- 0 extends to A - B -----+ 0 
and we may restrict to P the map given by the diagonal arrow. 
Now let A,, B, be chain complexes of projective modules and 
f: A, -+ B, a chain map which induces homology isomorphisms. We 
will show that f is a chain homotopy equivalence; hence, f also induces 
isomorphisms in cohomology. To see this, write C, for the chain 
complex of the mapping cylinder off; C,, = A,-, @ B, with boundary 
operator a(C): Cn+l -+ C,; a(C>(a, B> = Wb + (-l)“fa + WP. C, 
is then an acyclic complex of projective modules. We will exhibit a 
chain homotopy equivalence of C, with the trivial chain complex 0,; 
it then follows that f is a chain homotopy equivalence. 
Since H,(C,) is trivial, we have short exact sequences 
0 - zi __f ci - z,-1- 0 (1) 
for all i, 2, = C, . By induction, the definition, and the previous 
lemma, .Zi is projective for all i, and the sequences split, giving for C,: 
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where the maps are the obvious compositions of projections and 
inclusions. 
Now let F be the map which sends C, to 0, , G the map which sends 
o* to c, . Clearly, FG = 0, the identity on 0, . Also, GF = 0. We now 
define a boundary operator 9 such that a(C)9 + 9 a(C) = 1 - GF = 1. 
Such an operator 9 is given by composition of projections and inclusions: 
We will call the cl-module S stably free if it is the direct summand 
of a free module, with free complement. If S is finitely generated, we 
will require that the free module and the complement also be finitely 
generated. 
THEOREM 4. Let v: (IV, 8W) 3 (X, 3X). Suppose, with A := ihlX 
as coeficients, Hi(?) = 0 for i # k; and Hk+l(y; L) = 0 for any 
A-module L. Then Hk(v) is a$nitely generated stably free A-module. 
Proof of Theorem 4. We replace (X, 3X) by the mapping cylinder of 
93 and q~ by the inclusion. We then calculate the homology of y from 
the chain complex C, : = C,(X, W u 3X). 
For i < K we have the short exact sequences (l), with 2, = C,, . 
Thus, by induction, Zi is projective and these sequences split for i < k. 
It follows that Hk(q) is finitely generated; it is the image C, -+ Z,-+ Hk(~) 
of a finitely generated /l-module. 
Now observe that the inclusion L: C,’ C C, 
C ~....‘~,,,-tc,+,-z,~0~0~‘~~ ** 
induces isomorphisms in homology. By the foregoing remarks, L induces 
isomorphisms in cohomology; in particular, for any cl-module L, 
Hk+‘(Cx’; L) = 0. 
Let us regard 8: C,,, + B, as a cochain on C,‘. Since (c, 88) = 
(ac, a) = a& = 0, it is a cocycle. But now, with L above set equal to 
B, , Hk+l(C.+‘, Bk) = 0 an d so the cocycle is a coboundary, say 






thus, 0 -+ B, + 2, ---t Hk(?) + 0 splits, 2, = B, @ Hk(v) and Hk(v) is 
projective. We also have 
B, 0 H,(y) @ z,-, = z, @ z,-, = c, . 
Now consider the acyclic complexes Ci , C:: 
(3) 
cc: *** -+ c,+s + c,,, --f B, * 0 + 01.) 
C m. . . . ** --+o +Zlc-l+Ck--l-fCK--2-+--. 
C;l @ C.‘: is of course also an acyclic complex of projective modules; 
hence, by (2) the sum of the odd terms equals the sum of the even terms. 
Thus, 
B, @ Z&l @ Ck+2 @ c,-, @ *-* = c,,, @ c,-, 0 *** 
and adding Hle(v) to both sides of (4) we have using (3) 
(4) 
c, 0 G+z 0 G-2 0 .** = ft&) 0 G,l 0 G-1 0 -** . 
It follows that Hk(q) is stably free. 
A stable basis of a stably free n-module S with free complement F, is 
a basis for the free module F’ = S OF. 
THEOREM 4 (continued). Hk(~) has a preferred equivalence class of 
stable bases. 
In order to select this equivalence class, we sketch the definition of the 
torsion of the chain complex C,; for precise information, see [4]. Note 
that C, has a preferred base as in Section 3. Now choose some stable 
basis for Hk(~), as well as bases for Zi , Bi . 
For i < K, the short exact sequences in (1) split and we can compare 
the bases of C, with the bases of Zi @ .Z,-, , and so obtain matrices ai . 
For i = k, we obtain a matrix elk from (3) which expresses the basis for 
C, in terms of the basis for B, @ H,(y) @ Z,-, . Also by (3), B, is 
projective; thus, Ck+i = Z,,, @ B, , and we get a corresponding 
matrix olk+l . We obtain matrices 01~ , i > k + 1 as for i < k. 
The matrices oli are of different sizes, but they all are nonsingular 
and so determine elements [ai] in 
G&4) = liy GL,(A) (-.- C GL&l) C GL,+l(d) C -a*) 
We now consider the subgroup of GL(LI) generated by all the elementary 
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matrices which could reasonably be considered in this context, bearing 
in mind that (1 is a group ring. The factor group of GL(rl) by this 
subgroup is called the Whitehead group Wh(nrX). The class of 
in Wh (nix) is called the torsion T(C,) of C, . 
T(C,) is independent of the choice of bases for Zi , B, , but it does 
depend on the choice of bases for C, , H,(y). In fact, if we choose 
another stable base for Hk(v) whose matrix with respect to the first base 
represents T, an arbitrary element of Wh(niX), the new and old torsions 
are related by the formula: 
~II,w(C*) = Tohi + (- 1)” T. 
We may, thus, choose a stable basis for Hk(v) so that T(C,) = 0. 
This defines an equivalence class of preferred bases for H,(v); two 
representative stable bases differ by the elementary transformations 
referred to previously. 
Remarks. (a) If C, is the chain complex of the mapping cylinder of 
a homotopy equivalence q, and T(C,) = 0, we say that y is a simple 
homotopy equivalence. 
(b) An isomorphism L +L’ of stably free A-modules with 
prescribed bases is called simple if the image of the prescribed base for L 
differs from the prescribed base for L’ by the foregoing elementary 
transformations, that is, if the difference is expressed by a matrix which 
represents 0 E Wh(r,X). 
5. THE EVEN-DIMENSIONAL WALL GROUPS 
In this section, we will consider the surgery problem (IV, y, F), with 
W a manifold of dimension n = 2k. By Theorem 2, we may suppose 
that v is k-connected. Thus, y is homologically and cohomologically 
k-connected. 
On the other hand, we have an exact sequence 
-+ I&+,( w, aw> .% f&+,(X, ax) + f&+&p) 4 I&( w, aw> ‘p,_ f&(X, ax> --f 
in which each p)* is onto, by Theorem 3. Hence, Hi+,(v) = Ki(W, aW) 
60711 III-9 
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for all i, and so &(I%‘, aW) = 0 for i < K. Again by Theorem 3, 
Ki( W) and, hence, Ki( IV, aI%‘) = 0 for i > n - k(p, 1 aIV is a homotopy 
equivalence). Using a similar sequence involving v*, we have that 
Ki(W, aw) = 0 f or i < k, I&( W, aW> = 0 for i > n - k. 
Thus, Ki( IV, aIV) = Hi+i(p)) = 0 for i # k, Kk( W, 8W) = Hk+l(p)) = 
7-rk+i(q) by the Hurewicz theorem [3]. A similar argument shows that 
fP+yp,; L) = 0 f or any cl-moduleL. Hence, by Theorem 4, G: ~~+i(?) = 
Hk+l(‘?‘) = Kk( w, aW) is a finitely generated stably free /l-module with 
a preferred equivalence class of bases. 
We now describe the elements of G as representative immersions j in 
the regular homotopy classes given by Theorem 1, j: Sk x Dnpk -+ W. 
As we now regard these classes as elements of a cl-module, we prescribe 
also a lift Sk x Dnek + m for each such representative; alternatively, 
a path leading from the basepoint of j(Sk x On-“) to the basepoint * 
of w. 
We add two immersed spheres by taking their connected sum along an 
embedded arc tracing out the prescribed paths in a natural way (Fig. 8). 
* 
FIGURE 8 
Let js , ji denote two such representative immersions of Sk x Dnpk in 
W, j,, = j,, 1 Sk x 0, ji = ji 1 Sk x 0. By “general position” we may 
suppose that S, : = Im j0 and S, := Imjr intersect like hyperplanes of 
dimension k in general position in E2”. That is, we suppose that each 
point of S, n S, has a neighborhood U piecewise linearly equivalent to 
A,,” . dlk C E2k so that S,n U maps to d,kCEk x 0, S,n U to 
dik C 0 x Ek under this equivalence. We say that j0 and fi intersect 
transversely. 
The intersection number X(S, , S,) is now defined as an element of (1; 
at each point P of intersection we assign an element gP E rrJ, l p = f 1. 
gP is the class of the loop leading from * to the basepoint of S, by the 
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prescribed path, along a path in S, to P, along S, to its basepoint and 
back along the prescribed path to *. 
To define ep we orient W at * and transport this orientation along the 
prescribed path to the basepoint of S, and along S, to P. cp is 1 if the 
orientation of S, followed by that of S, agrees with the orientation at 
P, -1 otherwise. We define h(S, , S,) as the sum of Epgp over all points 
P E s, n s, . 
Similarly, we define the self-intersection number p(S,,) of an immersed 
sphere S, with transverse self-intersections. p(S,,) takes values in the 
factor group A/I which we define as follows: Let o(-+ G be the involution 
on A given by: 01 = C agg ---f oi = C a,w(g)g-l. The subgroup 1 is 
defined as (V - (- 1):) C A. 
Now if S, is immersed with transverse self-intersections, then two 
branches cross at each point P of self-intersection. If we order these 
branches arbitrarily, we can compute cp and g,, as before. On inter- 
changing the order, we obtain (- I)%(gp)Ep and gp’, respectively. Thus, 
the difference l Pg, - (- l)%(gp) EPgil = cPgP - (- l)kr,g, is an 
element of I, and so the class p(&) of C Epgp in A/1 does not depend on 
the ordering of the branches. 
THEOREM 5. The previous intersection numbers define a map 
h:Gx G-A 
such that 
+, YP + Y'P') = G, Y)B + qx, Y') 8'; /A B' E fl 
qy, x) = (- 1)” X(x, y). 
Self-intersections define a map CL: G + A/I such that 
(1) 
(2) 
qx, x)1 = p(x) + (- 1)” /z(x) (3) 
4% YY = tL(x + Y) - 44 - P(Y) (4) 
&a) = cip(x)oI; 0: EA. (5) 
Proof of Theorem 5. We must first show that A defined previously is an 
invariant of the regular homotopy classes. To this end, let S, , S, be 
transversely intersecting representatives, regularly homotopic to So’, Si’, 
respectively. We now place the regular homotopie,s, regarded as level 
preserving maps of Sk X I in Wzk X I, in general position. 
607/1x/1-9* 
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The set of points of intersection then has dimension 
2(R + 1) - (2k + 1) = 1. 
It can be shown that the free faces of this set which do not meet W x 31 
can be removed by further perturbations. It follows that we can choose 
the regular homotopies so that they intersect only in circles and intervals 
(Fig. 9). 
FIGURE 9 
Thus, the intersection number h as a function of I is constant except 
at a finite number of critical points where paired intersections appear or 
disappear together. Thus X is constant; h(S, , S,) = A(&‘, S,‘). Similarly, 
I*(&,) is a regular homotopy invariant (Fig. 10). 
FIGURE 10 
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We now prove (1). Note first of all that the form h is bilinear over the 
integers; we simply choose the connecting tubes (Fig. 8) so as to contain 
no points of intersection. In replacing S, by S,g, we replace gP by gPg at 
each intersection point. Thus, X(S, , S,g) = X(S,, , S,)g and (1) follows. 
To prove (2), we argue as in the definition of TV given before; on 
interchanging S, and S, , Epgp is replaced by (- l)k,g, . 
To establish (3), we compute X(x, x) by taking two representatives 
for x, say S, = f,,(Sk) = J,(Sk x 0) and S,,’ = JO(Sk x 1) (Fig. 11). 
FIGURE II 
Each self-intersection of S, gives rise to two intersections of S,, and 
S,,‘, in which each ordering of the branches occurs once. Thus, with 
CL(x) = c EPgP , Yx, x) = c lIEPEP + (- 1 jk’pg,l = p”(x) + (- l)kiw 
(mod I). 
As to (4), the self-intersections of S,, # S, are those of S, , those of S, , 
and the mutual intersections of S,, and S, . 
We show (5) f or CL = g E n,X. As in the proof of (l), Epgp becomes 
w(g)epg-lgpg = gPepgpg. The case in which 01 is an arbitrary element 
of A is proved by a lengthy computation, which we omit. 
THEOREM 5 (continued). The adjoint map Ah: G + hom,(G, (1) 
defined by sending x to the map y --+ X(x, y) is a simple isomorphism of G 
with its preferred stable basis and hom,,(G, A) with a preferred stable basis 
which we describe later. 
We give hom,(G, II) a right cl-module structure by defining a left 
A-module structure on G as follows: hx = xA. With respect to this 
structure, AX as defined above is a A-homomorphism by (1) and (2). 
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To show Ah is a simple isomorphism, we consider the following diagram: 
homA(Kk( w, aw), fl) -C- homA(Hk+l(v), 4 Z- 
1 
H”+‘(d 




Here, i, is an isomorphism, for the extreme terms in the exact sequence 
-----f Kk(8W) -+ Kk( W) 2, Kk( W, i3W) -+ K,&W) - 
vanish. j* is an isomorphism by an argument similar to that on page 127, 
and j** is the isomorphism algebraically induced by j*. % is the 
isomorphism given by the universal coefficient theorem [IO]. Since 
[ ?VJ n is an isomorphism, it follows that Ah will be an isomorphism if the 
diagram (6) commutes. 
We now prove commutativity; first proceed clockwise around the 
diagram starting at x E Kk(ZV, aIV). We obtain 
x - x--f ([W]n)-lx --f [h - (h, S([wp-lx)] -+ 
- [ah - (k WfT-W 4 = (ah VTln)-141 = [Y - (Y, VU-V1 41. 
Represent x, y by immersed spheres S, , S, , respectively, which 
intersect transversely. In order to calculate (S,‘, (T’ n)-%S,‘), where we 
regard S,,’ and S,’ as k-chains in the first derived, we lift S, and S, to 
musing the prescribed paths from *. Note that S, , S, are not necessarily 
simply connected. 
Let 0 be a typical simplex of S, , g E ni?V. Then (q’ n)-VI’ evaluated 
on u’g is zero, unless a principal simplex of the dual cell $ug) lies in Si’, 
that is, when eg E S, , see Section 3. 
In this case, with dgk, dik as in the definition of transversality, 
(g’g, (7’ n)-V,‘) is equal to (d,k, (A,” . dlk n)-1 dlk)g where the 
orientations of dgk, d,k C d,k * dlk C Ezk are obtained from those of S,, , 
S, C W at 6. 
It is not hard to see that the dual cell of d,k is the second derived 
neighborhood 6 of 0 = d,k n d,k in Ark, where dgk, dik C A,” * dlk have 
the usual orientations. Thus, with the usual orientations, 
(A,L, (A,,” . dlkn)-l A,“) = (A,“, (A,” . dlkn)-l 6) = I. 
It follows that (o’g, (7’ n)-W,‘) = +g according as the orientation of a 
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at 6 obtained from S, followed by that of S, at 6 agrees or not with the 
orientation of W at 6. 
Summing over all the points of intersection of S, and translates of SO 
by elements of nrW, we obtain 
Yx, Y) = (Y, @WY 4; (7) 
thus, the diagram (6) is commutative, and Ah is an isomorphism. 
To define the preferred stable basis for hom,(G, A) we first observe 
that the arguments of Section 4 imply that Hk+l(v) is stably free with a 
preferred stable basis which makes the torsion of C*(v) vanish. j**% 
sends this basis to the desired stable basis for hom,(G, /1). It can be 
shown that this is exactly the image under Ah of the preferred stable 
basis of Kk(W, a?V). Thus, with this convention, Ah is a simple isomor- 
phism, and Theorem 5 is proved. 
THEOREM 6. Let x E G. If k > 3, x is represented by an embedding 
if and only if p(x) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 6. An embedded sphere has self-intersection 
number zero. Conversely, by hypothesis, for some ordering of the 
branches at each self-intersection point of a representative immersed 
sphere S,, , C Epgp E I. Let cg be a typical term in this sum; then the term 
- (- l)kw(g)Eg-’ must also appear. If Eg is associated with the self- 
intersection P, - (- l)k~(g)~gP1 with P’, then by reordering the branches 
at P’, we obtain Eg and -Eg, respectively. 
With this ordering, the loop in S,, defined by paths n, rr’ chosen as 
in Fig. 12 is the difference gg-l and so nullhomotopic. 
2ndbray; 
1st bP& rO blanch *O is the basepoint of SO 
FIGURE 12 
By “general position” we may represent this loop by an embedded 
circle Si bounding an embedded disc D2 C W such that D2 n S,, = S 
(Fig. 13); this requires dim W > 4. 
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FIGURE 13 
We may now pass a neighborhood of rr’ in S,, across 02 by an isotopy 
fixed outside a neighborhood of D2 so that the new rr’ misses rr. The 
effect of this procedure is to remove the self-intersections P and P’. For 
details, see [4] or [6]. Th us, we may remove the self-intersections induc- 
tively in pairs so as to obtain an embedding representing x. 
Remark. Similarly, if h(x, y) = 0 we can remove the mutual inter- 
sections of x and y, if k >, 3. 
We now show how the algebraic structure given in Theorem 5 is 
connected with the surgery problem. We call (G, A, p) as in Theorem 5 
a special Hermitian form. In what follows, we will need to assume that G 
is free with an actual preferred class of bases. We can make G free by 
adding a finite number of free summands; but we must at the same time 
extend X and p. 
This can all be done geometrically in a natural way by doing surgery 
on the trivial element of nk(y). We represent this element by a null- 
homotopic immersed Sk-l x D”+‘. By “general position” applied to 
the nullhomotopy, we may assume Sk-i x 0 is embedded, and is isotopic 
to a (k - I)-sphere inside an n-disc Dzk C IV. By Zeeman’s unknotting 
theorem [4] we may suppose that this (k - I)-sphere is the standard 
Sk-l C D2k 
Now observe that surgery on the standard Sk-l C S2k gives Sk x Sk, 
for 
Sk x Sk = Sk x aD”+l = D,” u D k x aD”+l - 
= [a(Dpk x D”+l) - aDpk x D”+‘] u D,k x i3Dk+’ 
e [Sz” - Sk-1 x D”+‘] u D” x S” (Fig. 14). 
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FIGURE 14 
It follows that surgery on 0 E am) replaces W by the connected sum 
W # Sk x Sk, G by G @ Ae @ Of where e, f are the classes of Sk x 1 
and 1 x Sk respectively. Further, h(e, e) = A(f,f) = 0, h(e, f) = 1, 
h(f, e) = (-I)“, p(e) = p(f) = 0 with the usual orientations on 
Sk x I, 1 x Sk C Sk x Sk (Fig. 15). 
FIGURE 15 
The special Hermitian form given by (Ae @ Af, A, p) where h is 
described by the matrix 
with respect to the basis e, f; p(e) = p( f ) = 0, is called a standard plane, 
and the orthogonal direct sum of standard planes is called a kernel. 
We now show that the orthogonal direct sum (G, h, p) @ (G, -A, --CL) 
is a kernel. First, we prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Let (G, A, p) be a special Hermitian form in which G has a 
free submodule H with X(R x R) = 0, ii(H) = 0. Also suppose the map 
G/H + hom*(W, A) induced by x is a simple isomorphism with respect 
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to a preferred basis for G/H and the basis dual to a preferred basis for I?. 
Then (G, A, ,c) is a kernel. 
Proof of Lemma 7. Let {c$} be the preferred basis for R. It follows -- 
that the dual basis {&*I induces, by A, a preferred base of G/H, say 
{ ji’}; X(& , Ji’) = 6, . If pi E p( ji’) and 
we can check that p( jJ = 0, X(, ,f;.) = 6, , A( fi ,fj) = 0 and so the 
basis (Ed ,Jj> g ives (G, X, ,c) the structure of a kernel. This proves 
Lemma 7. 
Now write (G, A, F) = (G, A, p) @ (G, --h, -p), R for the submodule 
of G generated by {&} = {(ei, eJ}. It is not hard to see that l(R x R) = 0, 
p(R) = 0. Also, the map G/H +- hom,(R, /1) induced by x is a simple -- 
isomorphism, for with respect to the basis ((0, eJ} of G/H and the dual 
basis pi*> of hom(G, (1), the matrix of this transformation has (i, j)th 
place WA 4, (q , j e )) = -h(e, , ej). That is, this matrix is the negative 
of the matrix of the isomorphism Ah with respect to the preferred bases. 
Hence, by the lemma, (G, X, p) @ (G, --h, -p) is a kernel. 
We introduce an equivalence relation on special Hermitian forms by 
identifying two forms (G, h, CL) and (G’, X’, p’) if there are kernels K, K’ 
so that 
(G, A, p) @ K = (G’, A’, p’) 0 K’. 
Since the sum of kernels is a kernel, this equivalence relation respects 
addition and so defines an associative, commutative addition on the 
equivalence classes of forms. Note that a kernel represents an identity 
element, and that we have demonstrated above the existence of inverses. 
Thus, the equivalence classes of forms form an abelian group, the Wall 
surgery obstruction group Lgk(nlX, wX). 
THEOREM 8. Let ( Wzk, q, F) be a surgery problem, t? the class of 
(G, A, p) given by Theorem 5 in LZk(7rlX, wX). If 8 = 0 we can do surgery 
to make v a simple homotopy equivalence, provided k > 3. 
Proof of Theorem 8. After a finite number of surgeries on the trivial 
element of rrk(v), we may suppose Kk( W) = K,( W, 8 W) is a kernel, with 
standard basis e, * * * er , fi ***fr , h(e, , q> = h(fi ,fi) = 0, X(ei ,fi) = hi , 
7r(ei) = p(fj) = 0. S ince &e,.) = 0, the class e, E Kk( W) = ~~+~(q’) is 
represented by an embedded sphere S (Theorem 6) on which we can do 
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surgery (Theorem l), obtaining, say, (IV’, v’, F’). Let -tY- denote the 
union of W x I with a (k + I)-handle whose attaching sphere is S, so 
that ~YV = W u IV’ u aI+’ x I. Then, in the following commutative 
diagram of exact sequences, the groups not listed vanish since v is 
k-connected: 
We now show that 01 is l-l and /3 is onto. In fact, the homomorphism 
01: &+,(W, W) --t Kk( IV) takes e k+l (the core of the attached handle) 
to its attaching sphere ae k+l = S. Note that K,+,(w, W) is generated by 
ekfl, since ?V N W U ek+l. Since S represents e, , a generator, CY. is l-1 
(Fig. 16). 
FIGURE 16 
We Will show that /& &(w) -+ H,+(w) --+ H,(w, w) takes X t0 
4% 9 z)[ek, aek], where ek is the k-cell dual to ek+l in the attached handle. 
Note that w‘ N W’ u ek. 
Let X, a generator of Kk( W), be represented by an immersed sphere 
5” which meets S transversely. Write h = ek x ek+l, h = ek x S. Under 
excision, S’ C W x 1 represents (S’ n h, S’ n k) in the homology of 
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(h, li), which is generated by (&, ati). Since S and S’ intersect trans- 
versely, each component of (S’ n h, S’ n h’) is homologous to -&(ek, a@) 
according as the orientation sign cP at the corresponding point P E S n S’ 
is + 1 (Fig. 17). S umming over the points of S n S’, we have the desired 
result for generators, hence generally. 
S’ S 
FIGURE 17 
Since h(e, ,f,) = 1, p is onto. Now from the commutative exact 
diagram, K,& J4”) and K,+,( wl) = 0, so QJ’ is k-connected. Also, 
&.+i(%‘“, 8%‘) = ker /3 = the submodule generated by e, *a* e, , 
fi *a* fTpl . Further, Kk( w’) = Kk+r(?Y, a%‘-)/Im y, and Im y = /le, . 
So K,(w’) is generated by e, **a e,-, , fi a** fTpl , and moreover these 
can be represented by spheres disjoint from S in (W x 1) n w’. 
Also, the preferred base of &(W) is chosen so that the torsion of 
C,(,) vanishes. Inductively, the same holds for Kk(wI). Hence, finally, 
we obtain (E”, q’,F’) with Kk( JV’) = 0 and the torsion of C,(,‘) = 0. 
Hence, 4”’ is a simple homotopy equivalence, and Theorem 8 is proved. 
Let us make some calculations, for n,X = 1. In this case, w = 1, 
n = Z, the involution on n is the identity, and Wh(z-) = 0. In particular, 
every isomorphism of a Z module is simple. Now consider special 
Hermitian forms (G, h, p) as given by Theorem 5. There are two cases: 
Case 1. K even: ==2s. Here, (- l)k = 1, and I = 0. G is a finitely 
generated free Abelian group, It is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear 
form over the integers, with associated quadratic form p. h is even, that is, 
X(X, X) is even for all X. 
We define a homomorphism LJs( 1, 1) -+ Z by a/8: (G, h, p) + 0(X)/S; 
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a(h) is the signature of X, that is, the number of positive terms less the 
number of negative terms after h is diagonalized over Q. 
Note that a/8 is additive. Also, 
so that u/8 vanishes on kernels. It is known [9] that the signature of a 
nondegenerate even symmetric bilinear form over the integers is divisible 
by 8, thus o/8 is a well defined homomorphism. 
We now show that o/8 is l-l. If a(h) = 0, it is known [9] that X has a 
nontrivial zero, say h(/3, , &) = 0 with /3r # 0; we may as well assume 
that /3r is indivisible, that is, /3r is not a proper integral multiple of some 
other element of G. Since h is nondegenerate, Ah is an isomorphism 
and there is an cy with @, , a) # 0. Choose cy. so that X(& , m) > 0 is as 
small as possible, then, by the division algorithm, for any y, X(Br , r) is a 
multiple of h(/3, , a). Ag ain since Ah is an isomorphism, pi is divisible 
by h(j3, , ar), so that h(& , a) = 1. 
Now let ,& = 01 - (A(E, (r)/2)/3,; note that h(ol, a) is divisible by 2. It 
follows that A(& , f12) = 1, A(/$ , &) = 0 and &3r) = &!?a) = 0. 
Thus, Q, 0 @, is a kernel. Let H denote the set of 01 E G with 
h(p, , a) = A(&, a) = 0. Th en CY. - h(or, pa) /3, - h(ol, /3i) /3a E H and so 
G = iZ/3, @ Z/3, + H. If y E h/3, @ Z/3, n H, then Ah(y) vanishes on H 
and on Z/3, @ Z& . Thus, the last sum is direct, and by induction G is 
a kernel. 
To see that u/8 is onto, consider the 8 x 8 symmetric matrix (aij) 
whose diagonal elements are all equal to 2, with ~~,~+i = a,+i,< = 1 for 
i < 6, us,8 = ua,5 = 1 and all other entries zero. (Uij) represents a 
nondegenerate even symmetric bilinear form h: Zs x ha -+ Z with 
signature 8. 
Case 2. k odd: =2s + 1. In this case, G is again a finitely generated 
free abelian group, h is a nondegenerate antisymmetric bilinear form over 
the integers, and p has values in Z/22. 
Note that h(x, x) = 0 for all x. Proceeding as in Case 1 we can find 
a symplectic basis e, .*a e, , fi ... fT for G, that is, a basis such that 
X(e, , ej) = h(fi ,fj) = 0, h(ei ,fj) = a,, . We define a homomorphism 
c: L4s+2(1, 1) -+ Z/22 by c(p) = C &ei) p(fi), the Arf invariant of p. 
c(p) is independent of the choice of symplectic base. 
Now c is l-l. For, if c(p) = 0 it follows that the number of values of i 
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for which p(eJ = p(fJ = 1 is even. Group these generators in con- 
secutive pairs. Then the transformation 
el ’ = e, + e2 fl’ = fl 
e2 ‘= e2 f2’ =h +A 
gives a new decomposition of Ae, @ Afl @ Ae, @ Af2 into two planes 
with h(ei’, ej’) = h(fi’, fi’) = 0, h(ei’,fj’) = 2iij , p(el’) = p(f2’) = 0. 
By induction, we obtain a set of generators e,’ **a err, fi’ *.a f,’ and 
a submodule H generated by e,‘, f2’,..., e:-, , f,.’ such that X(H x H) = 0, 
p(H) = 0. It is not hard to see that the map G/H -+ hom(H, Z) is a 
simple isomorphism, and now G is a kernel by Lemma 7. 
To see that c is onto, take G = iZe @ Zf with p(e) = p( f ) = 1, 
X(e, e) = A(f,f) = 0, h(e,f) = 1. 
We now show that each element of L2k(rr, w), 7~ finitely presented, 
w:7r+n2, is a surgery obstruction. First observe that, given x, w we can 
find a closed manifold X of dimension 2K - 1 3 5 such that nix = x, 
and w is the orientation homomorphism for X. 
To see this, consider a wedge of circles, one for each generator of n, 
with 2-discs attached by the prescribed relations. The resulting 
2-complex K has 7rlK = 7~. We now realize w: v + Z, by a map 
K: K -+ RP(c0) = K(Z, , 1). By “general position” we may as well 
suppose that K is an embedding of K in RP(2K). 
Let X be the boundary of a regular neighborhood of KK in RP(2K). 
It is not hard to see, using “general position” that K*: n,K -+ n,X is an 
isomorphism. Hence, rr,X = n. Also, since v(X C RP(2K)) is trivial, it is 
not hard to show that the first Stiefel-Whitney class of X is induced by w. 
Hence, w is the orientation homomorphism for X. ’ 
Remarks. (a) If w = 1, we could simply take K an embedding of K 
in E2k. 
(b) We obtain even dimensional examples from X x S3. 
THEOREM 9. Let X2k-1 be a compact manifold with fundamental group 
7r and orientation homomorphism w, 2k - 1 3 5. Then we can find a 
cobordism W and a map 
~:(W,a~w,a+w)+(xxI,xxouaxxI,xx 1) 
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of degree one, together with an equivalence F: v W ---t v* v(X x I) such that 
v [ a-W is the identity, (8) 
v 1 a+W is a simple homotopy equivalence, 
the surgery obstruction ~9 for ( W, p, F) is a prescribed element 
of ~zlc(~, w) 
(9) 
(10) 
Proof of Theorem 9. Represent the prescribed element of Lz,,.(rr, w) 
by a special Hermitian form (G, h, p) with preferred base e, ,..., e, of G. 
Choose Y disjoint (2k - I)-discs Di in int X, and let fr ,..., f,, be Y 
standard embeddings, fi: Sk-’ x Dk -fDi . 
Now extend fi to a regular homotopy Fi , regarded as an immersion of 
Sk-l~Dk~I-+X~I~~thatfi’==ffi(Sk-l~Dk~lisalsoan 
embedding. As in Theorem 5, we can compute the self-intersections and 
mutual intersections of Fi = ~i(Sk-l x 0 x I). We can in fact choose 
p(FJ = p(eJ and h(Fi , Fj) = h(ei , ej). 
To see this, it is sufficient to introduce a single intersection or self- 
intersection with intersection number fg, g E 7~, since intersection and 
self-intersection numbers are additive under composition of regular 
homotopies. We join P E fi(Skpl x 0) to P’ ~fj(S~-l x 0) by a path 
obtained by composing a representative for g on the left and right with 
the prescribed paths for fi(Skdl x 0) and fj(Sk--l x 0), and deform a 
neighborhood of P along this path and across a disc transverse to 
fj(Sk-l x 0) centered at P’. We may change the sign &l as necessary 
by reversing the orientation along this path (Fig. 18). 
FIGURE 18 
Now use the attaching maps fi’ to attach k-handles to X x I along 
X x 1; let W be the resulting manifold (Fig. 19). The nullhomotopy 
of fi in Di can be used to define an extension y: W + X x I of the 




It is clear that (8) holds. To prove (lo), note that v is k-connected and 
that J&(W) = Kk( IV, &lV) has a preferred class of bases represented 
by spheres, each obtained by gluing together the core of an attached 
handle with an Fi , and spanning fi(Sk-l x 0) by a k-disc in Di . It 
follows that the (G, h, p) of Theorem 5 are as prescribed. 
To show (9), refer to the diagram (6) on page 132. Here, we assume Ah 
is a simple isomorphism, hence, so is i, , and from the exact sequence, 
Iqaw) = qa+w) = 0 f or all i. Note that W is obtained from a+IV 
by adding handles of index greater than 2, so n,a+W = n. Thus, 
F 1 a+ W is a simple homotopy equivalence, and Theorem 9 is proved. 
6. THE ODD-DIMENSIONAL WALL GROUPS 
We now consider the surgery problem (W, F, F) with W a manifold 
of dimension n = 2k + 1. We may suppose that surgery has already 
been done to make v k-connected, by Theorem 2. From the exact 
sequence 
and Theorem 3, it follows, as on page 128, that Ki( W, 8 W) = 0 for 
i # k, k + 1. Further, &( W, 8 W) = Kk( W) = T~+~(Q)). 
By “general position,” we may describe the generators of J&(W) by 
disjoint embeddings gi: Sk x Dk+l -+ W, i = I,..., r in the regular 
homotopy classes of immersions given by Theorem 1. As in the even- 
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dimensional case, we regard these classes as elements of a A-module, 
thus we prescribe paths leading from the basepoints of gi(Sk x P+‘) to 
the basepoint * of IV. We will suppose that each such path is an 
embedding I + IV, and that different paths meet only in *. 
In what follows, g,(Sk x Dkfl) will denote the g,-image of Sk x Dkfl 
together with a regular neighborhood of the prescribed path (Fig. 20). 
FIGURE 20 
Let U = (Jlzlg,(Sk x Dkfl). It will be convenient to replace y by a 
homotopic map so that 
$LJ=D, yau= ao (1) 
for a 2k + 1 disc D C X. We obtain this map by first noting that we can 
replace v by a homotopic map so that VU C D, and approximating this 
map by one which is an embedding near an interior point of U; then 
deforming the image of U along radii in D. 
Now write IV,, = W - Int U and consider the following commutative 
diagram of exact sequences in which Xk( W, u) = Xk( W,, , a U) = 0 by 
the following construction: 
Note that Kk+l( W, U) is the single nonvanishing group in H,(C(p), 
IV u (U x I)). It is not hard to show that Hk+“(C(p7), W u (U x I)) = 0, 
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so that I&+,( W, U) is a finitely generated stably free n-module with a 
preferred class of stable bases by Theorem 4. 
We may in fact suppose &+r(W, U) is free and based. To see this, 
represent 0 E Kk( W) by a standard embedding of Sk x Dk+l in a 2k + 1 
disc in W whose image, say U,, , satisfies condition (1). We also suppose 
U,, contains a regular neighborhood of a prescribed path to *. We 
write W as W# S2k+1, with Us C S2k+1. 
Now Hi+I(S2k+1, U,,) = Hi(Sk) = 0 in dimensions 1 < i < 2k, 
i # k, and Hk+r(s 2k+1, U,) = (1. Apply excision to the mapping 
cylinder; it follows that &+I(S2k+1, U,) = Hk+I(S2k+1, U,), and so 
Thus, we may take &+r(w, U) free and based by adding a finite 
number of copies of U,, to U. 
Again by excision, we have that Kk+r( U, i?U) = Hk+,( U, aU>, 
Kk(aU) = Hk(aU) and Kk(U) = H,(u). Each of these modules has a 
preferred class of bases, which we now describe. Let e, ,..., e,. represent 
the classes (gi( 1 x Dk+‘), gi( 1 x Sk)) in (U, au); we will also write 
e, ,..., e, for the corresponding classes of g,(l x Sk) in au. Letf, ,...,f,. 
represent the classes g,(Sk x 1) in 8 U; we also write fr ,.. ., jr for the 
corresponding classes g,(Sk x 0) in U (Fig. 21). 
FIGURE 21 
Thus, the sequence from upper left to lower right in (2) becomes 
0 - &+,(U, au) - ww - Kk(U) - 0, (3) 
el ... e, el *** e,fi -*fv fi ***fT 
where we suppose the orientations have been chosen so that h(e, , fj) = 6,. 
Of course, p(eJ = p(fi) = 0, so this choice of basis gives K,(aU) the 
structure of a kernel. 
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Now consider the module KIi(W,,). Replacing IV by IV,, in (6) of 
Section 5, and proceeding clockwise from K,(W,,), we have that 
Kk(W,,) = hom,(K~+l(W, , aI%‘,,), (1). Thus, KIi(W,,) is a finitely 
generated free /l-module, with preferred basis dual to the preferred 
basis for Kk+i(WO, aI+‘,) = Kk+r(Wo, aU)(aIV,, = aU u aIV, v / Avis 
a homotopy equivalence). 
It follows that the sequence from lower left to upper right in (2) splits, 
and the preferred basis {e,‘> for K,+,( IV,, , au) together with the preferred 
basis {e<*} for Kk( IV,) forms a basis for Kl;(aU): 
0 -- Kc+d Wo 1 au) -- K&W) -- W Wd ---+ 0. (4) 
el I... ’ 5 el ’ . . . e,‘el* . . . e,* el* . . . e,* 
Further, the sequence (4) is the exact homology sequence associated 
with the short exact sequence of chain complexes of the mapping 
cylinders corresponding to alI + IV,, --+ (IV,, , all), and the bases 
{e,‘}, {ei*} have been chosen to make the torsions of the two associated 
chain complexes vanish. Now with the basis e, **a e, , fi ***f, of Kk(aU) 
from (3), the torsion of the associated chain complex corresponding to 
aU also vanishes.. 
A standard formula for Whitehead torsion [4] now shows that the 
torsion of 
0 -- &+l(Wo , au) - K,(BU) -- Kd Wo) -- 0 (5) 
el I... ’ e, el ..- e,fi ... fr el* ... e,* 
vanishes; it is a linear combination of the torsions of the associated chain 
complexes. Th us, the transformation defined by ei -+ e,‘, fi -+ ei* is 
a simple isomorphism of Kk(aU). 
We will now show that the submodule H of K,(BU) generated by 
el ’ . . . e ’ satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 7. It then follows that we 
can obiain basis elements fi’,..., f,.’ from e,*,..., e,* by an elementary 
transformation so that {e,‘, fj’} also gives K,(8U) the structure of a 
kernel. 
We need only show that h(H x H) = 0, p(H) = 0. Now a generator 
ei’ of H, as a linear combination of e, ,..., er , fi ,..., fr , is represented by 
a sphere. Since ei’ lies in the image of K,+,( IV, , all), it bounds in IV,,; in 
fact, by the relative Hurewicz theorem [3], the representative sphere is 
nullhomotopic in IV, . We, therefore, obtain maps di: (P+l, a@+‘) + 
(IV,, , a U) so that the restriction aDk+i + a U of di represents ei’. 
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We may suppose d,Dkfl and diDk+l meet transversely in a finite set 
of circles and arcs with both ends representing intersections of di i3Dk+l 
and dj aDkfl with opposite sign (Fig. 22). It follows that h(ei’, ej’) = 0. 
FIGURE 22 
Similarly, we may suppose diD k+l has transverse self-intersections; 
the self-intersections of d, aDk+l then occur in pairs as endpoints of arcs 
of self-intersections of diDk+l. It follows as before that &ej’) = 0. Thus, 
h(H x H) = 0, p(H) = 0, and we obtain a basis (e,‘, fi’} from Lemma 7 
which gives Kk(aU) the structure of a kernel: 
0 - &,lWO? au> -+ K,(xJ) - KkWO) - 0 (6) 
e1 
I... ’ 
e, el ’ . . . e,‘f,’ . . . fr’ fi’ . . . f71 
Now the transformation of Kk(au) defined by e, -+ e,‘, fi + fi’ is an 
element 01 of SU,(A), the group of automorphisms of the standard 
kernel, that is, the group of simple isomorphisms of the standard kernel 
which preserve X and p. 
01 depends on the choice of the fl ,..., f,, given by Lemma 7. If p is an 
automorphism corresponding to another choice of fl ,..., fT , @r’ lies in 
TU,(A), the subgroup of automorphisms of SU,(A) which leave H 
invariant and induce a simple isomorphism of H. 
01 also depends on the choice of embeddings g, representing regular 
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homotopy classes corresponding to generators of Kk( IV). We will show 
that making a new choice of embeddings gi in the given regular homotopy 
classes has the effect of replacing c1 by ay, where y lies in a subgroup of 
TU,(/1). In particular, the double coset TU,(rl) aTU,(R) does not 
depend on the choices in Lemma 7, or on the choice of representative 
embeddings in the regular homotopy classes. 
To see this, choose embeddings gi of Sk x Dkfl in W, regularly 
homotopic to gi; let Gi be the restriction to Sk x I of a regular homotopy 
Sk x Dkfl x I + W x I between gi and ji. Let 
0 = rj &(S’i x LP+y, 
i=l 
I$‘,, = W - 0. Then the sequence (3) is isomorphic, by gigi1 to the 
sequence 
0 - K,+,( 0, sol) --+ Kk(x?) - Kk( 0) - 0. (3 
” . ..” el e, el ” . . . g,fl . ..fT fl . ..f. 
Also, there is a natural isomorphism K^ of Kk+r( W, , au) @ Kk( W,) 
with &+I( mO , ao) @ Kk( %j>, which sends the preferred basis 
I 
el ,..., e,‘, fi’ ,..., fr’ to a preferred basis e”,‘,..., t?,.‘, fr’,..., fr,‘. We will 
show that I? sends the basis e, ,..., e, , fi ,..., f,, to the basis e”, ,..., eAr , 
j, - Zh(Fj ,F,) & ,...,jr - Zh(Fj ,F,) ij; Zj ,jj as in (3). It follows that 
the automorphism & corresponding to ii , given by &i -+ I?~‘, fi -fit is 
the composition CYY of OL with a transformation y E TUT(A). 
In order to prove the above formuIa for the effect of I? on e, ,..., eT , 
f fry 1 j.q.7 we give an explicit description of the isomorphism 
&+Po , au) - Kk+,(@o , 30) 
induced by restricting I?. Let 0 be a typical relative cycle representing an 
element of Kk+i( w,, , 8 u); we have seen that we may represent 8 by an 
immersion 0: (D”+‘, i3Dk+‘) -+ (W, , i3U). Thus, a0 is a linear combina- 
tion of the standard generators of K&u), 
Now G, ,..., G, induce regular homotopies Ei of gi( 1 x Sk) repre- 
senting ei , and Fi of g,(Sk x 1) representing fi in Kk(aU). By the 
covering homotopy property for immersions [l], we can find a regular 
607lIr/I-IO 
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homotopy 0: D k+l x I -+ W x I from 0 to 4, say, which covers the 
regular homotopy of 30 induced by El ,..., E, , Fl ,..., F, (Fig. 23). 
We may suppose Ei is an isotopy, whose image lies in a neighborhood 
of gi( I x D”+‘) u J,(l x Dk+l) u n’i , where 7r’i is a path from gi( 1 x 0) 




We now calculate 84. If 7 represents the fundamental class in W x I, 
7 1 W x (0, i} == qi - q, represents the difference of the fundamental 
class of W x 1 and that of W x 0. Thus, 
+S(,n)-l 0 = (q-l i.38 = (q-l (4 - 0 + c l iEi + cp&) 
= (in)-l d + (qon)-l 0 + 8 C ci(qn)-l bi + C Fi(7n)-lFi . 
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It follows, using (7) of Section 5, that 
=- (1 @j , (w-~-l 4 + h,n)-’ “) 
= 1 -(&(F x O), (vln)-l 4) 
+ <gj(Sk x 01, hn)-1 0 
= -1 A(~j(s~ x O), 4). 
We may assume that Fi and Fj meet transversely, thus, int e  ^17 a.!? 
consists of spheres of the form 1 x Sk (Fig. 23), one for each intersection 
of ,jj(Sk x 0) with int 8. Hence, 
= C <i&i + C pi (A - C h(Fj , Fj) 6’) 
as was to be proved. 
Now let CJ E SU,(A) denote the automorphism of the standard plane 
whose matrix with respect to the standard basis is given by 
(7) 
Let sU(A) be the direct limit of . . . SU,(A) C SU,+,(A) C . . . and TU(A) 
the limit of . . . TU,(A) C TU,+,(A) C . . . . Define RU(A) as the subgroup 
of SU(A) generated by 0 and TU(A). 
It can be shown algebraically that TU(A) C SU’(A) C RU(A), where 
SU’(A) is the commutator subgroup of SU(A) [13].l Hence, RU(A) is 
normal, and the quotient SU(A)/RU(A) is an abelian group, the Wall 
surgery obstruction group La,,+i(~rX, wX). 
Note that the double coset TU,(A) olUu((o determined previously 
by the surgery problem (IV, v, F) defines a left coset &U(A) of the 
normal subgroup R U(A) and, hence, an element of L2k+l(niX, wX). 
THEOREM 10. Let ( WZkfl, v, F) be a surgery problem, 0 the element of 
L,k+l(~n,X, wX) determined by aRU(A). If 0 = 0, we can do surgery so as 
to make q~ a simple homotopy equivalence, provided k 3 2. 
1 It can also be shown that RU(A) is generated by ,SU’(A) and o. 
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Proof of Theorem 10. c&U(A) represents 0 when 
a = . . . 0 . . . T . . . u . . . ,g . . . E R&/q* 
Thus, a . . . (7')-1 . . . o-1 . . . 7-1 . . . o -l = 1. We first show how to realize 
multiplication by elements 7-l, u-l geometrically. 
Now multiplication by 0 = (- 1)%-l corresponds to a surgery on an 
embedding gi’: Sk x Dk+l -+ W chosen so that g,‘(l x Sk) represents 
e,‘, g,‘(Sk x 1) represents fi’, in &.(aU). We obtain g,’ by choosing an 
embedding Sk x Dk+’ --t W whose core represents fi’ E Kk( U), expressed 
as a linear combination of the standard basis elements fi ,..., f,. . The 
formula for the intersection numbers h(e, , fi), h(e,‘, fi’) shows that 
g,‘(l X Sk) represents e,‘. Since 
a(Dk+l x Dk+l) = S” x D”+l u Dk+’ x Sk, 
the effect of this surgery is to replace e,’ by (- l)“fi’, fi’ by e,‘, that is, 
to multiply by u. 
On the other hand, T E TU(A) is the product of elementary trans- 
formations of the type represented by 
a permutation matrix (8) 
a matrix which sends e,’ to fe,‘g, fi’ to -&u(g)f,‘g (9) 
a matrix which sends ei’ to e,’ + e2’, e2’ to e2’, fi’ to f;‘, fi’ to fi’ - fi’. 
(10) 
The transformation (8) may be obtained by interchanging the order of 
the gi’. (9) corresponds to choosing a new prescribed path for g,’ and a 
new orientation along that path. To obtain (lo), we replace gr’, g,’ by 
$3’ # g2’9 g,‘. 
It follows that we can reduce CL to 1 by a finite number of surgeries. 
By further surgeries, we can replace 1 by u @ **a @ u (Y copies). The 
effect of the corresponding automorphism of &(au) is as follows: 
ei-+(-l)kfi,fi+ei. This means that (6) has the form 
0 -- Kk+,( w, > au) - Kk(aU) ’ Kk(wO) - 0 
el 
’ . . . 
e,’ (-l)“fl ... (-l)“fTel *-- e, fl’ --*f7’ 
Now by the commutativity of the diagram (2), the map Kkfl( IV, U) + 
Kk( U) is a simple isomorphism, and so Kk+l( IV) = Kk(W) = 0. Hence, 
9 is a homotopy equivalence. Since the stable bases at each stage were 
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chosen to make the torsion of C,(v) vanish, y is a simple homotopy 
equivalence. This proves Theorem 10. 
We now show that each element of L2k+l(x, w), rr finitely presented, 
w: n+z$, is a surgery obstruction. As in Section 5, we can find a closed 
manifold X2k such that 7riX = rr and w is the orientation homomorphism 
for X. 
THEOREM 11. Let X2k be a compact manifold with fundamentalgroup r 
and orientation homomorphism w, 2k 2 6. Then we canjind a cobordism W 
and a map yz~‘: ( W, a-W, 3, W) + (X x I, X x 0 u aX x I, X x 1) of 
degree one, together with an equivalence F: VW + q~*v(X x I) such that 
g, 1 3-W is the identity 
v 1 a,w is a simple homotopy equivalence 





Proof of Theorem 11. Represent the prescribed element of L2k+1(r, U) 
by 01 E SU&‘l). N ow do surgery on Y copies of the trivial element of 
nk( lx); by the remarks preceding Figs. 3 and 14 we obtain a cobordism W’ 
by attaching r handles of index k to X x I along X x 1 so that a+IV’ is 
the connected sum of X with r copies of Sk x Sk. We also obtain 
y’: W’ --f X x I of degree one, F’: VW -+ v’*v(X x 1) an equivalence, 
with y’ ] a-I%” = lx. 
Write g, ,..., g, for the embeddings of Sk x Sk in a+W’ obtained 
by inclusion. Let {ei , fi} be the generators of Kk(a+w’) represented by 
g,(l x Sk), g,(Sk x l), respectively. Then {ei , fi} gives a+W’ the 
structure of a kernel. Let ei’ = olei , fi’ = ~fi; then {e,‘, fi’} also gives 
a+IV’ the structure of a kernel. 
It follows by Theorem 8 that we can do surgery on (a+IV’, v’ / a+IV’, 
F’ j va+IV’) corresponding to the class of (G, A, p) determined by 
{e,‘, fi’}. We, thus, obtain (II”‘, y”, F”) with 3-W” = a+W’, q”: w”--+X>< I 
of degree one, and F”: VW” --j v “*v(X ?< I) an equivalence, such that 
‘p” 1 a-w = cp’ 1 a+w’ and y” / a+lV” is a simple homotopy equivalence. 
We can now obtain (W, q, F) by putting together (W’, y’, F’) and 
(IV”, q”, F”). It is clear that (11) and (12) hold. To prove (13), note that 
the surgeries of Theorem 8 correspond to handles of index k + 1 attached 
along a+W’. Thus, the generators of Kk( W) are represented by 
embeddings gi ,..., g, of Sk x Dk+l in W’ extendingg, ,..., g, in a natural 
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way (Fig. 25). Also, these generators correspond to fi ,..., f7 in Kk( U), 
where U = &gi(Sk x Dk+l). 
On the other hand, the preferred basis of K,+,( w, u) = Kk+i( w,, 8 u) 
is given by the classes of the cores of the handles of index k + 1 attached 
to a+lV’ as in Theorem 8. These were chosen so that their boundaries 




for (W, q~, F) sends ei to ei’. It is not hard to show that this automorphism 
also sends fi to fi’; hence, it represents the prescribed element of 
Lkfl(~Y WI. 
7. SOME FURTHER PROPERTIES OF THE GROUPS L,(T, W) 
We now mention some further results without giving proofs. Observe 
that, with n = 2K or 2k + 1, k occurs in the definition of L,(r, w) 
exactly in the form of factors (- l)k. Thus, on replacing k by k + 2 we 
obtain the same Wall surgery obstruction group. That is, L1L+4(n, w) = 
&Jr, W)’ 
Further, this periodicity is generated by multiplication by @P(2). 
This means the following: Given the surgery problem (W, v, F) we 
obtain an element 19 E L,( 7r, w), On the other hand, the surgery problem 
(W x @P(2), v x 1cP,2, , F x 1VcP,2J determines an element 
8’ ELn+&T, w) = L,(m, w). 
The first sentence of this paragraph states that 8’ = 0. 
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Another useful fact is the following: If we have a commutative diagram 
of homomorphisms 
77 
we get a homomorphism Z,(h): L,(T, w) -+ L,(d, w’), and it can be 
checked that (L, , In) is a functor. 
We now reformulate the results of the preceding sections. Define 
the bordism classes B,(X) as the set of equivalence classes of triples 
(W”, v, F) as in the surgery problem; two such, say (IV, y, F) and 
(IV’, v’, F’) are equivalent if there is a triple 
(w,@,.F),@:w-+x x I,~:vW+v(X x I) 
9 an equivalence, such that SV = W - IV’, @ 1 IV = y, @ 1 IV’ = q’, 
9 1 VW = F, 9 / VW’ = F’. Of course, (IV, v, F) and (IV’, v’, F’) are 
equivalent if and only if (IV’, y’, F’) can be obtained from (IV, q, F) by 
surgery. 
We can define a map 0: B,(X) -+ L,(T,X, wX) by sending a repre- 
sentative element (IV, q~, F) to its surgery obstruction 19. It turns out that 
the element 0 does not depend upon the choice of representative. It 
follows that 0 is a homomorphism, where addition in B,(X) is defined 
using connected sum. 
By Theorems 8 and 10, for n > 6 ker 0 is the subset of B,(X) with 
representatives (IV, v, F) satisfying: q is a simple homotopy equivalence. 
By Theorems 9 and 11 and the additivity of 0, L,(n, w) is the O-image 
of the subset of B,(X) with representatives (IV, F, F) satisfying: 9 1 aI&’ 
is a simple homotopy equivalence. 
We now give a brief description of the form in which the results on 
surgery are usually applied. For convenience, we give this formulation 
in the smooth case; all the preceding theorems carry over to this case 
using the theory of smooth manifolds rather than the piecewise linear 
theory. 
Let us first define Fk as the set of basepoint preserving homotopy 
equivalences of S k. Note that a proper homotopy equivalence of Ek 
extends to the one point compactification and so defines an element of 
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Fk . In particular, the orthogonal group 0, lies in Fk . Passing to the 
limit (Fk C Fkfl by suspension), 0 CF. We may then form F/O; this 
turns out to be the fibre of a fibration 
F/O + BO + BF. 
Now a homotopy class of maps M + F/O, A4 a closed, smooth mani- 
fold, determines a class of maps into BO, the classifying space for vector 
bundles over M, so that a representative classifying map becomes trivial 
in BF. Thus, M + F/O determines an equivalence class of fibre 
homotopy trivializations of vector bundles over M. Conversely, such an 
equivalence class determines a homotopy class M + F/O. 
We will now see that a simple homotopy equivalence h: K -+ M deter- 
mines an element of [M, F/O]. Let g be a homotopy inverse of h. Then for 
N sufficiently large we can approximate g: M + K C K x RN by an 
embedding g, with normal bundle v. Let E(v) be the total space of v; 
then the total space of the unit disc bundle is diffeomorphic to the interior 




It can be shown that the region between K x (a large disc in RN) and 
M is an h-cobordism. By the method of proof of the Weak h-cobordism 
theorem, we may conclude that K x RN - JV is a product &V x [0, co), 
and so obtain a diffeomorphism E(v) -+ K x RN. Composing this with 
h x 1:K x RN-M x RN, we obtain a fibre homotopy trivialization 
of E(v), that is, an element of [M, F/O]. 
It turns out that this correspondence induces a map hS(M)+[M, F/O], 
where hS(M) is the set of equivalence classes of simple homotopy 
equivalences h: K -+ M defined as follows: h: K -+ M and h’: K’ --+ M 
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are identified when h is homotopic to the composition of h’ with a 







We will now define a map [M, F/O] + L,(nlM, wM). Choose a 
representative fibre homotopy trivialization H: E(v) -+ M x Rk, Y a 
vector bundle over M. We may approximate H by a map I?, transverse 
regular along M x 0. Then K = l?-l(M x 0) is a smooth manifold, 
y: K + E(v) % M x 0 -+ M is a smooth map, and the framing of the 
normal bundle v(M x 0 C M x Rk) induces a framing of the normal 
bundle v(K C E(v)). Th’ f is raming can be used to define an equivalence 
F: v(K C RN) + q*v(M C RN); then (K, cp, F) determines an element of 




Finally, we have a map Ln,.l(~lM, wM) + hS(M), as follows: Given 
6 E Ln+l(rrlM, uM) there is a cobordism IV, a map v: (IV, aI%‘) -+ 
(M x I, M x 8) and an equivalence F: VW-+ tp*v(X x I) with 
v 1 a-W the identify, v 1 3, W a simple homotopy equivalence, so that the 
surgery problem (W, y, F) determines 0. Then F 1 a+E i?+W + M 
determines an element of hS(M). 
It turns out that all the foregoing maps are well defined. A theorem of 
Sullivan states that the sequence of pointed sets: 
L,+l(xlM, wM) -+ U(M) + [M, F/O] + L&r,M, wM) 
is exact. 
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Here is a selected list of calculations; p an odd prime: 
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